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Abstract: The trauma experienced by marginalized communities often results from violence
operating on many levels, not the least of which is economic. Victims of economic oppression
and exploitation cry out to the church for a balm. That homiletical balm must call the church
back to its rightful pursuit of liberation and render its complicity in economic oppression visible.
Such a homiletical effort can be anchored in a theology emerging from the Lazarus narrative in
John. A re-reading of that text offers a liberative homiletic that speaks to this moment in
American culture.

Need for a New Theological Framework
The ideology of neoliberalism, and its accompanying economism, continues to challenge
the Christian church’s proclamation. While the concept of neoliberalism is notoriously difficult
to define, within this project it refers to a late form of capitalism that first rose to prominence
during the 1970s. Its foundational premise is that of the classical liberal idea of the free market as
the best instrument for realizing and sustaining individual freedoms.1 As such, neoliberalism is
far more than simply a method of organizing economic existence. Instead, neoliberalism offers
alternative constructions of essential concepts such as freedom, choice, community,
individualism, and power. The process whereby these neoliberal ideas supplant or mutate similar
truth claims existing outside the sphere of economic activity, and in this case within the Christian
tradition, is what I refer to as economism.2 The church’s encounter with economism mutates the
church’s identity and transforms its homiletical practices such that those practices promulgate
economic ideology as the lens through which to interrogate and understand the world. The
results are proclamations and praxes of the church which exhibit a diminished focus on
resistance to the impact and influence of neoliberalism.3 This is in contrast to homiletical praxes
that take seriously the communal trauma inflicted on communities of the poor and seek to
overcome the influence and incessant individualism of neoliberalism. Homiletical approaches
that resist economism’s grasp are all the more difficult to realize because of neoliberalism’s
instantiation in the very modes of thinking that govern and guide many homiletical frameworks.
However, the growing perversity of economic trauma and disparity provides the occasion for
preachers to engage a theological framework that can operate within the cultural context of
neoliberalism without succumbing to its worst influences. Such a homiletical framework reimagines life (inclusive of economic existence) in a manner that calls for a revolutionary stance
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relative to neoliberalism. In response to the persistent presence of economic and social trauma
and exploitation, I offer a liberative homiletical theology grounded in the narrative of Lazarus.
Why the Lazarus Text?
This liberative homiletic utilizes the Johannine depiction of the resurrection of Lazarus to
shape its proclamation of a Christ-centered liberty offered to those held captive by exploitative
economic and communal forces. John’s biblical narrative may appear an odd choice given the
rich history of liberation theologians’ and preachers’ reliance on passages such as the fourth
chapter of Luke.4 However, John’s depiction of Jesus’s encounter at the tomb of Lazarus
provides an efficacious context within which to offer a balm for the trauma experienced by those
shut out of political and economic discourse. John’s narrative provides a visceral reminder that a
liberative homiletic lives within the particular experiences of humanity who are the objects of
God’s liberating grace. A liberative homiletic requires a theological framework that establishes
the boundaries, rules, and expectations of the church and its homiletical and theological praxes.
It seeks to render visible those who have been made invisible through the trauma of
neoliberalism and to acknowledge their voices as meaningful in understanding and executing the
church’s mission. More importantly, a liberative homiletic examines the church for possible
complicity in the maintenance of economic exploitative practices and calls the church (both
white and black) to redirect its indispensable resources toward the eradication of cultural and
economic sources of trauma. The theological and homiletical reflections and possibilities
immanent within the Lazarus narrative interrupt systems of traumatic exploitation and make
visible patterns of non-recognition that have become normalized in American culture, propagated
by the church, and even internalized by segments of poor communities and their religious
institutions.
The practicality of the liberative homiletical framework is found in its ability to speak to
the lived experiences of the poor and oppressed including the trauma they routinely experience.
Christian churches who welcome these often serve in communities unimpressed by the frequency
or formality of rituals and liturgy. Each week, many such churches gather together the
economically exploited who live within the shadows of both ornate cathedrals and humble
storefronts. These men and women in the community, who walk daily in the trauma of their
impoverishment and live sequestered in fields of deprivation, look upon the practices of the
church and listen to its preachers with concern and consternation if not outright contempt. Why?
Because they wonder,
…If the God boldly professed by the church is so present when these Christians lift up
their voices…why is this God’s blessings so absent from our community? Every Sunday,
churches congregate in the midst of the residual fragments of broken communities. As
ornate and overflowing churches stand in worship and celebration, communities of the
poor continue to lift their voices in lament and dismay. And the church fiddles while
cities burn.5
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A liberative homiletic responds to these concerns by directing the church to identify and
struggle with the oppressed and recognizes that the Christ who is proclaimed is to be found in the
midst of the oppressed. Pastors and the congregations they serve should be “in solidarity with the
interests and aspirations of the oppressed and the repressed of the world today.”6 This stands in
opposition to neoliberalism’s intent to deny the persistent presence of the poor or its role in
sustaining systemic poverty. When the principles of neoliberalism become ingrained in the
preaching and homiletics of the church, the church embraces an individualistic view of poverty
that locates the causes and trauma of poverty “in poor persons themselves (e.g., lack of ability,
lack of effort).”7 When poverty is understood through this lens, theological and homiletical
efforts affirm an understanding of poverty as a problem of people and their practices and
emphasizes methods for improving the behavior of poor people so that those individuals might,
in turn, improve their lot in life. Preaching that is infused with this kind of awareness focuses on
the personal behavior of the poor, reflecting and reinforcing the economism at the root of the
very problem to which the church believes itself to be responding. Instead, the theology of a
liberative homiletic is distinguished by its embrace of a structuralist perspective of poverty that
understands the causes of economic trauma, such as experiences of poverty, as systemic and
immediately related to the economic and societal conditions in which the poor are trapped.8 A
liberative homiletic responds to these systemic issues by directing the church to work toward
change in the systems responsible for the perversity of poverty.
The Necessity of Liberation
The theology of a liberative homiletic makes a distinct claim regarding the necessity of
liberation, given the conditions of those in need and the historical and theological traditions of
the Christian church. A liberative homiletic understands the church’s identity as concretized in
the pursuit and well-being of life for the most vulnerable.9 In this regard, a liberative homiletic
refuses to submit to the enticement of neoliberalism to prioritize institutional existence as what
constitutes the church’s success. Rather, it anchors individual and institutional identity in
solidarity with those who have been rendered invisible and mute and refuses to accept their
invisibility and muteness as “givens” of human existence. This homiletical framework repudiates
surrender to the intransigence of poverty and the unrelenting and ever-expanding presence of
economic disparity. Additionally, a liberative homiletic refuses to render the poor as simply
objects of the church’s charitable activity but calls on the church to challenge the very systems
that work to ensure the permanence of the poor and their continued exploitation by market forces
that are dependent on their existence and submission.10
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A liberative homiletic acknowledges the conscious choice required by the church to
respond to the systemic and entrenched trauma of economic exploitation, in all of its social,
political, and economic manifestations within the communities the church serves. This choice
acknowledges that the call of liberation, for a church already in the grasp of economism, often
results in the failure of that church to engage in a genuine and authentic pursuit of liberation on
behalf of those most in need. Instead, an economistic homiletic (which is formed in the image of
the neoliberal principles at the root of economism) serves to re-enforce the very conditions that
oppress and traumatize those who might otherwise disrupt systems of exploitation. This leaves
these churches with the belief that they are on the side of the poor while their praxes remain
passive, their voices silent, and their hands unengaged in actions that might ultimately overturn
or threaten the market’s continued exploitation.11 The theological impetus for a liberative
homiletic lies in a particular reading of the narratives of the Gospels of the New Testament,
where the liberation of the poor and oppressed is posited as the central message and mission of
Jesus and by extension, of the church.12
Resources for a Liberative Homiletic
A liberative homiletic that anchors itself in the particularity of the Lazarus narrative
recounted in John’s Gospel provides a frame for understanding the conditions it confronts and
the role and work of the preacher and the church. Lazarus’s entombment can be understood as
symbolic of the exploitive conditions in which the poor exist. These conditions, like Lazarus’s
death and burial, appear inescapable and because of his condition, Lazarus has been rendered
invisible and removed from the community. He has been left unseen and unheard while in the
grip of the tomb. This is one of the objects of Jesus’s concern: to speak to and for the one who is
now voiceless.13 The preacher recognizes the poor in their community since many have been
traumatized and left voiceless - except when their frustration boils over in riots and protests.
Even in those moments, their voices may be heard but dismissed as the irrational outbursts of
those simply in need of the care of a paternalistic system that knows what is best for them.14 Or,
more tragically, the economically exploited are left in the hands of preachers who revive the
error of other-worldliness and insist that the trauma of the exploited needs no immediate or
temporal resolution when heaven is right around the corner. Yet, understanding the ministry of
Jesus, and by extension, the identity of the church, within the theology of the Lazarus text
reminds us that it is indeed the voiceless and unseen for whom Jesus (and preachers) are called to
labor. Upon Jesus's arrival, Lazarus’s spiritual and material liberation is proclaimed. This, along
with the many other glimpses into the ministry of Jesus, provides the opportunity to conjoin
Jesus with the plight of the economically exploited. This homiletical framework also renders
visible the church’s complicity in the maintenance of systems of economic exploitation and the
reality that this complicity carries social, economic, and political repercussions for the
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formulation of genuine Christian theology and praxes. Jesus’s radical confrontation with the
conditions of the silenced in this text expresses the essence of divine identity and liberative
homiletics.15
The challenge for the liberative homiletic is to operate within the all-too-familiar reality
of trauma and pain within which the poor live. In confronting this challenge, the theology
expressed within the Lazarus text is prescient. As mentioned above, Lazarus has been separated
from the community, and his condition is understood as beyond temporal remedy. John presents
Jesus’s arrival at the tomb of Lazarus as confronting a temporally hopeless circumstance.16 The
hopelessness of this moment speaks to an analogous circumstance that the preacher confronts.
The sheer magnitude of repeated acts of ideological and physical violence experienced by the
poor, relentless in their sheer frequency, create a hopelessness similar to that of Lazarus’s
condition. Nevertheless, this is the very circumstance into which Jesus has stepped. The
hopelessness and the finality of Lazarus’s invisibility also results from the ritualistic practices of
the community. Yet, their rational practice of surrender to his condition has inadvertently made
them complicit in Lazarus’s separation from the community. Just as the audience pictured in this
text might object to the accusation of complicity, one can hear the objections of the church to
similar accusations. The economism operative within the church leaves its actions seemingly as
rational as that of the community burying Lazarus, but a liberative homiletic has arrived to
confront the (ir)rationality of neoliberalism that smothers the decaying smells of the church's
abdication to a community’s impoverishment. Before there is any action recorded by the writer
of this Gospel, one hears from the text the powerful but practically foolish declaration of Jesus’s
call to Lazarus. In this moment, the liberative homiletic extends an invitation to the church to
believe that, even in the presence of seeming hopelessness, liberation remains possible. It calls
the church to confront the communal exploitation of others and death present within
communities of the poor, not to accommodate these, but to respond and overturn their presence.
A liberative homiletic calls the church to speak, fight, and work toward overturning
neoliberalism’s illusion of infallibility, and to speak life into the particularity of the
impoverished.
Overly-spiritualized interpretations of this biblical text adopt a meta-narrative that asserts
that the ministry of Jesus represents an overturning of only the spiritual forces impacting the life
of Lazarus and, by extension, all of those in need of Jesus’s salvific action, robbing this narrative
of any material consequence. An earlier exchange in this text between Jesus and Lazarus’s sister,
Martha, represents an understanding of the claim of Jesus on the life of Lazarus to be within the
context of a future resurrection.17 (John 11:27) However, Jesus’s actions within this passage
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provide for a homiletical approach that focuses on Jesus offering a direct rebuke of both spiritual
and physical forces that rain death upon the most vulnerable. Most importantly, the theology of
this text serves as a call to “creative non-violence [which] confronts the powers of death itself
and calls humanity to live in the new life of resurrection, here and now.”18 Both the call to
confront death (understood as economic exploitation) and the hope of victory against deathly
powers, speak against a spiritualizing of this encounter and open new possibilities for the
church’s preaching.
What is at stake in this encounter at the tomb is an understanding of Jesus’s ministry as
concerned with the physical and material existence of those whom community has written off as
beyond their help. The Jesus presented in this text is interested in the particularity of Lazarus’s
condition, and this does not exclude but embraces his material well-being. This narrative posits
the theological possibility that a liberative homiletic cannot pursue liberation theoretically or
abstractly alone. It must be concerned with the particular and material needs of the vulnerable. It
is this emphasis on understanding God’s presence in the material context in which one is situated
that is the catalyst for a liberative homiletic. This homiletical approach also challenges
congregants immersed in economism’s meta-narrative. It is what Walter Brueggemann describes
as the phenomenon of congregations embracing the dominant (and exploitative) narrative (i.e.,
economism) and having little desire to receive the counter-narrative embodied in a liberative
homiletic.19 Individuals sharing a commitment to living out their faith in difficult places
understand that a liberative homiletic asserts that the ministry of Jesus calls followers to a mode
of thinking that appears, in contrast to the thinking promulgated by neoliberalism, as irrational.
This irrationality is most visible in the exchange captured in the Johannine text between Jesus
and Martha (John 11:39).
Having arrived at the tomb where Lazarus lies imprisoned, Jesus makes the simple
request of Martha to have the stone removed.20 The stone is not there for the benefit of Lazarus
but rather to protect the community from enduring the disease, smell, and unpleasantness of
Lazarus’s decaying body and entombment. In like manner, neoliberalism erects barriers that
inoculate its operations from the reality and presence of the poor. Challenges to the removal of
these barriers can appear as senseless to congregations as Jesus’s request appears to Martha.
Given Lazarus’s condition and the length of time he has been deceased, it seems foolish for any
action to be taken that ignores his condition or envisions a different possibility for him. Martha’s
response in the text is quite understandable and seemingly rational in light of the facts presented.
Yet, Jesus’s response to her declaration offers insight for the preacher engulfed in the rationality
of neoliberalism. Jesus’s action suggests that the response of the liberative church to the presence
of poverty must not align with economism’s rationality. The fight on behalf of the economically
exploited or in solidarity with the traumatized and impoverished, as advocated by a liberative
homiletic, will be seen as irrational in a world governed by the rationality of the marketplace.
Any call for individuals or the church to forgo self-interest and the pursuit of personal
aggrandizement will be at odds with a church captive to economism.21 Nonetheless, this is the
possibility the liberative homiletic asks the church to consider. This encounter between Jesus and
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Martha offers the church a glimpse into the reality of a liberative theology and homiletic that
offers the possibility of envisioning life for the poor that defies conventional thinking. The
liberative homiletic invites the church into pursuing a balm for the traumas inflicted on those
who are economically exploited. It suggests standards of living for all men and women not
determined by their economic utility and rejects economism’s declaration that such thinking is
irrational. A liberative homiletic suggests that diminishing the disparity between the wealthy and
the poor is not irrational. A liberative homiletic suggests that the church and its congregants
reject the rampant individualism that drives consumption and insists that this is not irrational.22
The pursuit of equality for the poor and vulnerable, in spite of the continued persistence of
economic exploitation, is not irrational. This acceptance of alternative possibilities for human
existence made visible through a liberative homiletic is unfathomable within neoliberalism but is
what the example of the ministry of Jesus invites the church to consider. A liberative homiletic
seems foolish given the magnitude of what confronts so many churches and communities.
However, this is precisely what is so visibly posited by Jesus when he stands before Lazarus’s
tomb. If we envision ourselves standing there among the grieving spectators, we immediately see
the apparent foolishness of Jesus’s call for the dead man to come forth. In like manner, the
church is homiletically challenged to stand with the poor and foolishly trumpet life in the midst
of those who are forgotten or believed to be dead.23
A liberative homiletic calls the church to do more than simply retire to the security of
suburban sanctuaries, rest in religious rhetoric, or retreat to the safety of non-threatening rituals
that refuse to challenge the powers of the status quo. Instead, the church is called to stand before
the sepulchers of poor communities and to cry out (in its preaching and other praxes) in pursuit
of an eschatologically defined but materially experienced liberation that gives life and hope to
the vulnerable. Like the Johannine Jesus, the church informed by a liberative homiletic musters
the strength to stand even amid tears and broken hearts, to lift their heads to heaven, lay their
hands to the work of the earth, and to proclaim and pursue life and victory for those in need.
The Homiletical Call to the work of Liberation
A liberative homiletic can accomplish even more than this, as evidenced by the troubling
conclusion of the Lazarus narrative. In the narrative, Jesus first mentions the crowd in his prayer,
indicating to the reader that he has not lost sight of them in this miraculous moment. Jesus then
speaks to Lazarus, calling him by name from the tomb but also speaking in the presence of the
crowd, forming an inclusio. The individual and the community are joined as Lazarus emerges
from the tomb. However, the connection made is somewhat unexpected. Within the framework
of the text, Lazarus has been liberated from the tomb by Jesus’s action but Lazarus is not yet
fully free. He has been restored by divine intervention, but that which renders Lazarus genuinely
human, his identity as symbolized by his face, remains covered by the trauma of his
entombment.24 Emphasizing the importance of Lazarus’s complete liberation, and the critical
role of the community, Jesus invites the community surrounding Lazarus to participate in his
liberation by helping to remove his grave clothes. A liberative homiletic recognizes that, while
the church may hold to the spiritual implications of its service to the community, it is also called
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to pursue the material liberation of those entrapped. Even if one understands the impact of
neoliberalism on the church’s mission within a spiritualized framework, the church must also
account for the material consequences of its proclamation in word and deed. This realization
offers the church an avenue for attending to the material and spiritual consequences of the evils
and trauma that neoliberalism presents to the church and its community.
The efficacy of this biblical narrative as a liberative homiletical framework is rooted in
the idea that the church is directly called to the ministry of liberation. A liberative homiletic links
each congregant’s experiences of liberation to the community’s need for liberation and calls the
congregation into active pursuit of liberation, both spiritual and material, for the entire
community. Jesus, as described in this text, surrenders the completion of this miraculous moment
to the hands of the very community that participated in the ritual of declaring the end of
Lazarus’s life. In like manner, the church, complicit in having thrown its hands up in surrender to
the conditions which trapped the vulnerable, has been called to serve as agents of liberation.
Why does this text present Jesus leaving incomplete the work of liberation if not to affirm that
the church is itself instrumental to God’s liberating intentions? Without the crowd’s actions,
Lazarus would be alive but remain tragically trapped in the residuals of his trauma. Without the
involvement of the church, the vulnerable remain trapped even though the power of the gospel
declares them free. Without the involvement of the church, the most vulnerable never fully
experience the freedom that is theirs as persons created by a loving God.
Summary
There is great power in a liberative homiletic informed by the story of Lazarus as it
provides vital theological and homiletical grounding for God’s liberative purposes among us. It
rightly discloses that God in Jesus Christ has chosen the poor and the exploited to be recipients
of God’s gracious liberation and declares that responding to the traumatization of the poor
(symbolized by Lazarus) is the proper pursuit and mission of the church. This text encourages
preachers to avoid the temptation of allowing liberation to be myopically warped by the lens of
individualism. The preaching of the church must continue to proclaim the importance of
congregations responding to the systemic causes of communal trauma. Most importantly, the
Lazarus text offers the preacher an opportunity to declare the church an agent of change for its
community and a beneficiary of that activity. In the church’s service to the traumatized in its
midst, it also experiences deeper levels of liberation. While the congregation may be constituted
by some who have been freed from the death and bondage of neoliberalism, the congregation
only fully experiences its liberation when it is actively engaged in the liberation of its
community. This homiletical declaration of mutual dependence ensures that the church and the
community are viewed as partners in one another’s liberation from the economic bondage so
evident around us.
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